Finding your top cited publications and h-index using ResearcherID

Researchers who have a ResearcherID profile can easily generate a list of their top cited publications, and their h-index. The citation metrics data is from Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics, previously Thomson Reuters).

Viewing your top cited publications

- Connect via your staff home page if you have a ResearcherID badge, or go to ResearcherID, and search for your name
- Your publications will display. Check the list is current by sorting by Publication year
- Then, re-sort the list by Times cited
- View your top cited publications.

To generate your total number of citations and h-index:

- Select Citation Metrics in the left hand frame
- View your total number of citations, Average Citations per Article, and h-index.
Need to update your publication list?

- Login to your account
- In the left hand frame, under My Publications, select Add
- Using Option 1, select Search Web of Science Core Collection
- Your name will display. Ensure the First initial includes the first letter of your first name, and add a *, eg P*
- In the Publication year, limit to the required years to update your list, eg 2012-2013, then Search
- Tick the box next to your publications, then Add. If there is a red tick next to a publication, it is already in your publications list
- Return to My Researcher Profile, and re-sort the list by Times cited
- Select Citation Metrics again to view updated metrics.

Publication list or citation metrics not displaying?

- Login to your account.
- Select Manage Profile
- Select Publication List tab
- In the Display List in Profile column, tick the box for Public (Master) so your publications will display
- In the Citation Metrics column, tick the box for Public so your metrics will display.

Need to create a reference list?

- Login, and use EndNote Web to produce a reference list, in the referencing style of your choice. Note that the citation count will not display, and will still need to be added in a Word document.

Forgotten your password?

- Go to the Login screen, and select Forgot Password/ResearcherID/E-mail.

Don’t have a ResearcherID?

- Contact Ask the Library for assistance.

Need more information or want to review alternative metrics resources?

Look at the Citation and Journal Metrics Research Guide.
Go to your Staff portal>Library>Guides>Citation and Journal Metrics

Disclaimer: The Library can assist with finding citation and journal metrics, and provide data based on the publication lists supplied. However due to the limitations of some resources, these may not reflect your whole of career research output and impact.